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The Department of Management of IGDTUW has been
actively engaged in enhancing not only the academics of
the
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but

also

to
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in

extra-curricular

activities. By doing this, this department has tried to
ensure

that
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bundles
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knowledge but emerge as individuals amalgamated of
knowledge and fun. These activities are organized by the
students under the valuable guidance of the faculty
members. The student organizers shoulder responsibility
which

grooms

managers.
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for

future
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as

successful
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Message From The Head of Department

Prof. Shalini Arora
It gives me immense pleasure to announce that the first batch of BBA and MBA, IGDTUW have
successfully completed their initial years. During the unparalleled Covid’19 situation, it was a
challenge in itself to commence the Masters's program through an online platform. However, I
feel proud to announce that the student-faculty learning teaching sessions appeared to be
extremely successful wherein professional experts enlightened the graduates from diverse
backgrounds with managerial skills. It is essential to mention that the department of
management provided numerous opportunities to budding female managers to sharpen their
analytical skills, communication skills, presentation skills by organizing various extracurricular
activities. The students have developed problem-solving skills to an extent and are almost
ready to join and compete in the professional corporate sector. The Summer Internship
Process for the first batch of its flagship UG and PG Programmes in Management was
completed successfully in the virtual mode with 100 percent of students procuring quality
Summer Internship offers.
I congratulate the entire team of the management department for their commitment and
dedicated efforts to elevate and enhance the capabilities of future female managers. I convey
my heartfelt best wishes to our students for approaching career placements.

Prof Shalini Arora
HOD, Department of Management
IGDTUW

departmentofmanagementigdtuw
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Department of Management
The Department of Management is the latest
feather in the cap of IGDTUW. Having established
in 2019, with the vision to be recognized globally as
the destination for future business leaders, it aims
to
provide
skill-based
practical
business
management education and develop analytical skills
and entrepreneurial capabilities among young
women to transform them into future business
leaders.
Currently, the Department of Management offers a
Three Year - Full-Time Bachelor of Business
Administration (BBA) program and a Two Year Full-Time Master of Business Administration
(MBA)program.

BBA (BACHELORS OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)

MBA (MASTERS OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION)

The three year, full-time course started in 2019 that
caters to discrete domains of management and
providing each student the liberty to find their niche and

The two year, full-time MBA course was launched in the
academic year 2020. This course enables the need
students to imbibe managerial skills for smooth

foster the values of a leader.

professional conduct.

departmentofmanagementigdtuw
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EVENTS

Vigyan Bhawan Event
September 2019
The Students of BBA attended the session "Fireside Chat" of
Gurudev Sri Sri Ravishankar Ji with Mr. T V Mohandas Pai on the
second day of the 15th FICCI Higher Education Summit at Vigyan
Bhawan. The session was enlightening for the students.

Career in Management

Inauguration of new building Internshala Talk

Sept, 2019

Oct, 2019

A special session on Career in
Management was organized in
collaboration with ICFAI Business
School. Professor Ranika Chaudhary
delivered the special session to the
students of BBA. The session was
very informative and
students
learned about various opportunities
available in different verticals of
Management.

department of management igdtuw

Oct, 2019

A Special Puja was organized for
the inauguration of Management
Block above Library.Honourable
Vice-Chancellor, IGDTUW graced
the occasion a by lighting the
Lamp and offering prayer to the
Goddess Saraswati. All the Faculty
members and students of BBA
very enthusiastically participated
in the event. .

deptofmanagement_igdtuw

The INTERNSHALA TALK session
was organized for the management
students in the college on 14
October, 2019.The main aim of the
session was to inform the students
about how they can make use of
different opportunities to gain
experience, boost their resume and
soft skills.

department of management igdtuw
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EVENTS
A Five-Day Boot Camp on Digital Marketing
March 2021

A Five day Boot Camp on "Digital Marketing "was organized by the Anveshan
foundation, IGDTUW in collaboration with Hackveda Limited from 10th February
to 14th February. The boot camp was inaugurated by honorable Vice Chancellor
Dr.(Mrs) Amita Dev. The camp enlightened the students with knowledge of digital
marketing and its applications in the industry. Mr.Devanshu Shukla, Director of
Hackveda has delivered such a great session to the students. The 5-day camp was
a wonderful experience. The Department extends its gratitude to Dr. V K Arora,
Chief Executive Officer, IGDTUW Anveshan Foundation, for organizing such an
insightful session.

Education mentoring Programme
March 2021
Department is ought to convey the
good word to you, that The
Government of Delhi is launching
'Youth for Education'. This initiative is
a part of making education a mass
movement where lakhs of successful
and educated youths will help those
students who are struggling in reading
and writing due to lack of resources or
information. At the launch of the event
'Education mentoring Programme' on
Saturday 20th March 2021, where
Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of IGDTUW"Dr.(Mrs.) Amita Dev welcomed Guest
of Honour, Hon'ble Deputy Chief
Minister of Delhi - Sh. Manish Sisodia.
'Youth for education' is an initiative
where 250 B.Tech, M.Tech, Ph.D, and
MBA students of will be mentoring
over 1,000 girl students of schools run
by The Government of Delhi and
helping them to work towards careers
in
STEM
(science,
technology,
engineering, and mathematics).

Talk on mental health

International Yoga Day

May 22,2021

May 22,2021

The impact of the COVID-19 health
crisis on students’ physical and
behavioural health cannot be
overstated. Keeping our minds in a
stable state under such situations
is an important task for us.
Prioritising mental health during
this ruthless COVID situation a talk
on mental health was organised by
The Department of Management
and Department of Applied
Sciences & HumanitiesThe event
was addressed by Dr. Siddharth
Chowdhury,
Consultant
Neuropsychiatrist and Dr.Decency
Rajput
Consultant
Clinical
Psychologist,
VIMHANS,
New
Delhi. Experts guided the students
on how to overcome mental illness
and also addressed student's
queries regarding same.

department of management igdtuw
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“Yoga is the journey of the self,
through the self, to the self.”
The Department is elated to
share a glimpse of International
Yoga Day 2021. This year the
theme is 'Yoga For Wellness'
focusing on practicing yoga for
physical and mental well-being.
The student of the department
of management held the flags of
responsibility and took part
with great enthusiasm in the
International Yoga Day.Let us
pledge to spread this message
to everyone in the society to
support positivity and harmony
in the surroundings.

department of management igdtuw
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SAMANVAY -The Economics and Research
Society
The human race’s curiosity has expressed itself in the creation of various fields of study that examine specific aspects
of the world around us. The ‘natural’ sciences like physics and chemistry study the behavior of the basic particles and
elements of the universe and their interactions with each other. The ‘humanities’, on the other hand, study the
creations of humans, such as literary texts and the arts. Interspersed between these two is Economics—a ‘social
science’ that deploys a highly quantitative, data-driven, problem-solving approach towards understanding the behavior
of human beings. Economics, therefore, is the field of study that is best placed to track, study, project, and predict
human behavior; and as such is one of the most important and relevant skills for the world today, helping us choose
wisely when it comes to one's personal, social and professional lives Keeping above aspects in mind, Samanvay-The
Economics and Research Society was introduced on 29th November 2019. Samanvay aims to foster and propagate an
environment in which students can enhance their quality knowledge in the domain of economics and research that will
equip them with practical and theoretical insights of the subject.

EVENTS
Cross-Week
Sept 20-26, 2020

Cross-week was an online event of
seven days, where the participants
were required to search the word
particular to the themes. The themes
were different for each day like Covid
19, Economics, Technology related
etc. This event was an ice breaker in
the Covid times involving the
participants in fun filled journey of
the words.

Smanavay.igdtuw

Webtalk
Reforms

on

Agricultural

Webtalk on Designing
Supply Chain with GVC

Oct 26, 2020

Dec 18, 2020

Keeping the latest policy changes in
mind, a Web talk on Agricultural
Reforms was organized,with the Mr.
Vishal Dagar,Assistant professor Amity
University as the speaker for the web
talk. He addressed the big picture of
the agricultural sector on issues faced
by farmer, what the government is
doing, and what ought to be done to
make the conditions better. Mr. Dagar
fully stacked the session with realities
and facts regarding the farm bills.

In today's world, it's not the
organizations that are competing,
it's the supply chain that is
competing. Keeping this in mind, a
web talk was organized on the topic:
Designing Trade Supply Chain with
GVC. The department was delighted
to host Dr. Ram Singh, Professor
IIFT, Delhi as the speaker for the
event. He enlightened us with a
holistic overview of the topic
covering geo-politics and policy
prospective as well.

Smanavay.igdtuw
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SAMANVAY -The Economics and Research
Society
Deciphering Budget 2021
MARCH 20, 2020

The Union Budget 2021-22 was presented by our Hounrable Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on 02 February 2021. Union Budget keeps the account of the
government's finances for the fiscal year that runs from 1st April to 31st March. A talk
was organized for a discussion on the topic - Deciphering Budget 2021. It was
addressed by Dr. Shikha Gupta and Mr.Ankit Verma. Dr. Shikha Gupta explained to the
students about the Budget and its importance in a very simplified manner followed by
Mr.Ankit's session about the taxation component of the Union Budget. The session
was accompanied by a very engaging question and answer round enlightening the
audience.

Public Relations Cell
The Public Relations Cell strive to bring department to the fore through brand building and promotion. The foremost role of
the PR Cell is to foster community relations with external stakeholders through media relation activities. The cell
accomplishes this role through its regular engagement with all forms of media and also by facilitating Institute's online
visibility on different digital platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin, Youtube, Twitter, and Blogs. PR Cell ensures that
all the important happenings, as well as the event in the institute, are shared with the external world. PR Cell also serves as
the first contact point for the aspirants, thereby aiding the admission process. In short, the PR Cell is the institute’s window
to the outside world.

EVENT
PERSONAL BRANDING & CRACKING YOUR PLACEMENTS
DEC 6, 2020

Dr. Shubhra Chakraborty as part of Career Building Webinar on
“PERSONAL BRANDING & CRACKING YOUR PLACEMENTS” in
collaboration with PR Cell. During the session, Dr. Chakraborty
shared her remarkable insights on personal branding, interview
preparation and resume building techniques and imparted an
understanding of the selection process from a recruiter's
perspective. She also addressed student’s queries concerning
interview preparation.

Smanavay.igdtuw
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MUDRA-The Finance and Investment
Society
An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.
.
–Benjamin Franklin
Finance attracts young people who are eager to make big money, but it only retains those that are truly interested in solving
financial problems. A career in finance offers high pay and fast career placement after graduation. With a motive to make finance
a career for the students by working in close association with thought leaders and organizations, providing students a platform
to hone their corporate communication skills MUDRA (₹) - The finance & investment society came into existence. It also focuses
on Corporate communication, founded in April 2020 with the motto of breaking down concepts like networking, finance and
making them more fun and engaging for the students. The Society combines educational programs like seminars, guest lectures,
and workshops with fun events. The Mission of the Finance Society is to improve students' understanding of financial aspects of
management and to learn, engage and access the field of Finance and Corporate world in an easy and insightful way. This society
helps students to explore different and difficult financial terms in an uncomplicated way. It also engages students in activities
involved in managing corporate communication.

EVENTS
Learn From Home Webinar

Learn From Home Webinar

July 4, 2020

Oct 26, 2020

The event in the series "Learn from
Webinar" invited Ms. Kriti Singhal. It
was an interactive session where she
told her success story of creating
India's
fastest
growing
youth
commmittee. Ms Kriti Singhal has
conducted over 1000+ workshops and
has been featured in BBC News, Times
of India and more. She is also an
entrepreneur, a happiness coach, a
mentor to students from all across the
country The webinar focused on
professional hacks, people skills that

Webinar on the financial breakdown of
the social media Industry. The guest
speaker was Mr. Sabby BG who told
about the financial breakdown of the
social media Industry, Future jobs in
the industry, youtube analytics, brand
collaborations. Mr. Sabby BG is a
content creator, YouTuber And
produces international content that
caters to the interests of Indian
audience.

Movie Night With Mudra
Dec 17, 2020

Movie Night With Mudra was an
event organized to infuse the stock
market knowledge into the students.
The virtually held event showcased
the Netflix Episode that helped the
students to have the basic about
stocks. After the movie there was a
healthy discussion about the key
takeaways from the movie. Students
shared that how this short movie
generated their interest towards
stocks and would love to have more
such engaging & informative events.

can help us grow in the corporate
world, followed by a Question- Answer
round with the speaker.

mudra_igdtuw
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MUDRA-The Finance and Investment
Society
Decoding the biggest fraud
JAN 30, 2021

Dropping down the curtains to expose India's most infamous tycoons, Mudra
conducted Decoding the biggest fraud. The session captivated the students
till the end, it drove into the depth of knowledge of scams heading towards
quizzes and interactive sharing of thoughts. This session was indeed a
creative tool towards enlightenment of finance that how fraud can cause
catastrophic losses. The consequences of large failures can impose financial,
reputational, loyalty, and other brand-related costs that will persist for a very
long time.

Pathway to Career in Finance
FEB 25, 2021
The webinar Pathway to Career in Finance was hosted by Murrad Beigh and
Ishaan Arora who are co-founders of Finladder. The speakers talked about the
journey to begin a career in finance for students from all different departments
as well as gave insight into the various courses required to polish the skillset that
the job demands. The event helped the students to frame their path towards a
successful career in the finance domain. The audience really appreciated the
efforts made by the MUDRA. Pathway to Career in Finance. Tips given by the
guest speaker made it crystal clear for the students who were confused about
how to start and which plan to follow. The session ended with a very fruitful
question and answer round, helping students in clearing their doubts.

Financial Independence Retire Early
JUNE 5, 2021

FIRE- Financial Independence Retire Early” was an event with
deep knowledge about truths & myths about early retirement
and where to invest your money so that, you can take an early
retirement was given to the participants with the help of a power
point presentation which was followed by a group discussion.

mudra_igdtuw
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HUUMANOID – Human Resource Society of
IGDTUW
HUUMANOID is the Human Resource
Society of department We introduced
our tagline/slogan as "U make it
Ingenious!". The philosophy behind the
extra U in the name defines the ability
of a Human
original and
objective of
students to

to do things in a clever,
innovative manner. The
the society is to help
shape themselves into

professionals before entering the
corporate world. Through workshops,
seminars, webinars, fun events, valueadding activities, industry-oriented
summits and competitions etc; society
provide a platform to develop new
skills and explore oneself.

EVENTS
Preparation of CAT, GMAT
and Non-MBA options
OCT 3, 2020

EVENTS

Prof. Sandeep Mann has 30 years track
in servicing of Indian large corporate
and MSME apart from global entities.
He has been instrumental in enabling
admissions of thousands of students to
IIMs, IITs, and US schools.The webinar
started with brief introduction about
CAT, GMAT and other MBA related
exams. After that the speaker told
about many Non-MBA options that one
can pursue.
Some very useful
strategies, idea plan, tips and hacks
were discussed during the webinar.

Stress Management &
Holistic Living

Resume Building and SelfSelling

How to get high paying
Jobs & Internships

JULY 26, 2020

NOV 6, 2020

DEC 15, 2020

Ms. Archana Jain is a world champion
in powerlifting and also a motivational
speaker. She talked about the role of
yoga, exercises and how these
contribute to mental and physical
wellness and hence productivity. The
webinar started with the life story and
challenges faced by Ms. Archana Jain.
After that, she provided with some tips
and tricks to remain calm when feeling
anxious during tough times.

huumanoid_igdtuw

Mr. Anshumali Saxena who is an
Institutional Builder, Leader - Mentor,
Sales
-Marketing,
Branding
Innovator.The Spotlight of the webinar
was “Let your CV talk about you and Be
as creative as you can”. He emphasised
to use graphics, different shapes and
figures to make your CV stand out in
the crowd. He also emphasized to keep
ourself (i.e. your skills) updated
according to the requirements of the
world.

Mr. Shivansh Garg is the founder of
Young Engine which is a Youth
Organization.
He
provides
opportunities of internships, jobs and
career enhancements workshops to
the students. The session was foused
on tips and tricks to get the dream job
&
Internship
in
the
desired
organization. Students were delighted
to get such a wonderful insight from
the session.

huumanoid_igdtuw
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Vartta-The Business News Society

In order to be an optimistic manager one should always focus on ongoing trends and situations and should mold
its business into that direction. One should have a brief understanding of a certain change in trend and
technology. One should be free to adopt new changes in order to grow its business. An important source of all
such information is the newspaper. Vartta, the business society is working to achieve this goal. We bridge this
gap and bring closer the business news to the students to keep them updated. Society works on enhancing
communication skills, confidence, and team spirit amongst team members. One integral part of Vartta is, SATFACT, which weekly surprise of facts and techniques followed by certain companies.Real and genuine facts added
in this section.

EVENTS
Financial
Condition
of
Developed Vs Developing
Countries Post Covid-19
Oct, 2020

In this webinar,Dr. Vivek Bhageria
presented his views on the current
financial conditions of both developed
and
developing
countries.
He
presented a brief description about
the initiatives taken by both type of
countries and in which financial year
they would be able to attain their
respective
economy
back.
He
discussed about the opportunities that
India is receiving due to this ongoing

Essay Writing Competition

Group Discussion

Dec 15, 2020

Dec 17, 2020

In this essay writing competition
student were given the topic "The
New Agricultural Farm
bill".
Participants were given a day's time to
submit the essay with word limit of
500 words and plagiarism up to
twelve percent. Entries were invited
over the mail and best three prizes
were announced. This competition
was judged by Ms Shikha Gupta.

Vartta Society conducts a weekly
group discussion every thrusday.
The topic of discussion relates to
Economics,
Markets,
Finance,
Technical & Corporate news. This
co-curricular activity would help
management
students
in
enhancement of their knowledge
base.

pandemic.

Vartta.igdtuw
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ZOSH - Marketing Society
EVENTS
In today’s world, marketing is the heart of
a business. An effective marketing
strategy helps to win new customers and
gain an edge over the competitors.
To help students create interest and
understand marketing in a fun and
imaginative way, the BBA students under
the department commenced ZOSH - The

Ad-Holic

Nov 22, 2019

'Zosh'

organised

AD

Marketing Society .
ZOSH aims to educate students about

an

the student to challenge their
marketing
minds
to
make
an
advertisement on the spot while using
a prop. With ever changing economies

different aspects of marketing like
Advertising,
Branding,
Copywriting,
Customer
Relationship
Management
(CRM), Direct Marketing, Graphic Design,
Digital Marketing, etc.

and markets, the advertising and
branding strategy of companies is also
undergone.

Logo Making Competition

Debate Competition

GMAT Webinar

July 14 ,2019

Sept 19 ,2019

Sept 26, 2019

The virtual event organised by ZOSH
aimed at logo designing by
using
advertising.
Logostics gave a platform to students,
depicted an interestingly broad range
of perspectives and understanding of
marketing through graphic designing.
The scope of the event was to instil the
knowledge and Significance of a logo in
business, providing an understanding
of how a symbol can speak for the
organization.

The debate competition Market
colloquium was organized by Zosh
and TechnoLiterati- . A platform
which provided the oppurtunity to
showcase Debating and Marketing
Skills. All the participants were given
a stipulated time frame to express
their view on the topic Marketing boon or bane for consumers.

Zosh Marketing

MAD,

Advertisement Making Competition
for students to
showcase their
creativity in marketing products and
services. The event key focus areas
were
product designing, business
negotiation, and
advertisements
curation. The event gave the chance to

Zosh Marketing

The society organized a webinar for all
the MBA aspirants. The speaker for the
webinar was Mr. Piyush Beriwala, 99%
CAT score holder and 740 GMAT score
holder with an experience of over 10+
MBA counselling. Mr. Piyush conducted
a very interactive session to let
students know all tips and tricks to
crack the GMAT exam with flying
colors.

Zosh Marketing
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ZOSH - Marketing Society
Whiz Quiz
Dec 16,2020

Quiz Whiz organized an event of quiz in
which knowledge of branding of the
participants was tested. The event
creates a sort of interest in the audience
as well as participants of knowing more
and more about brands and their logos.

Marketing Through
LinkedIn

Dec 10, 2020

For the event Marketing Through
Linkedin Mr. Deepak Pareek, Cofounder of Careerkeeda was invited as a
speaker. Mr. Daksh Sethi, Founder, and
CEO of Guby Rogers guided on how to
add connections, how to approach
someone professionally. Shared their
expertise on LinkedIn ethics, regular
content creation, and maintaining
business relationships. They gave useful
insights on how we can handle hatred on
LinkedIn and work in the most

Marketing 1.0
Jan 21, 2021

professional manner.

Discussela
Feb 19,2021

Zosh present its market series with B2B
market head, dineout, Ms. Sanjula
Miglani, who engaged 60 plus audience
with her thoughts, she told about CV
extensions, content creation, network
marketing, personal branding and social
media. She is an all rounder who gave
us her tips and tricks to make our
existence much easier in corporate
world. Her teachings are still in
everybody's mind on how we can polish
our skills with our hardwork. Her
lessons of corporate skills are amazing
and touched our hearts.

Zosh Marketing

Discussela is an event organized by
Zosh, it's a group discussion activity in
which more than 50 people show their
interest and Ms. Sahiba Dhupar, a
judge with immense knowledge of
group discussion, she provides some
view points which we need to keep in
our mind to make us a new and
confident person. She is an expert in
this field, she guided everyone and
corrected our silly mistakes. She is a
diamond came.

Zosh Marketing

Brand Bang
April 11, 2021

Brand bang, a presentation event
organized by Zosh, here teams
participated
and
shown
their
presentations on the marketing
strategies of big firms, on that basis,
Ms. Himanshi judged our contestants
and give them awards as well as
unforgettable tips which everyone
there should keep in their mind before
starting a presentation or speaking in
front of people. She is an amazing and
friendly human.

Zosh Marketing
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INNERVE 2020

Innerve is the Annual Technical fest of Indira
Gandhi

Delhi

Technical

University

for

Women (IGDTUW). It organized various
events

in

societies

collaboration
of

the

with

different

Department

of

Management.It was held between 7th to 8th
Novemeber,2020. Due to ongoing pandemic,
Innerve 2020 was conducted virtually.

EVENTS
SHARK TANK

MOCK PARLIAMENT

BOLLY-GYAN

Nov 7-8, 2020

Nov 7, 2020

Nov 8, 2020

The event organized by Zosh,
in
collaboration with MUDRA(₹)- It was
one of its kind business plan
competition wherein businesses built
by students/student-led organizations
has a chance to give an insight into
their business models. The event was
truly a test of the entrepreneurial
spirit of the student business owners.

innerve

Mock Parliament was conducted by
Samanvay in collaboration with
Huumanoid, Vartta and Technoliterati.
Candidates were allocated specific
countries and they had to debate with
the perspective of the economy,
choosing the right words and facts
and had a chance to win prizes worth
Rs. 6500. It was a tremendous
Economics Debate Competition with a
bunch of learned people.

innerve

The
event
organized
by
Zosh.
BOLLYGYAN gives the opportunity to
showcase participant marketing as well
as advertising skills in a funny and
creative way. A good advertisement sells
the product without drawing attention to
itself. It gave a chance to showcase our
marketing and advertising skills and win
exciting goodies with Bolly-Gyan.

innerve
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THE FINE YOU- Mental and Physical Health
Society
The Fine You, Mental and Physical Health club aims at creating a space where talking about mental health is as natural as
physical health. Here at Fine You, untangle all the knots and feel free to have anonymous conversations. The Fine You, Mental
and Physical Health club aims at creating a space where talking about mental health is as natural as physical health.
TheFineYou- mental and physical health club, as the name suggests aims at improving and maintaining mental as well as
physical well-being. As students go through some difficult and rough circumstances. Sometimes they are too afraid and shy of
sharing their state with anyone. The Fine You is a platform to be open about it. It will be providing care, nurturing growth,
enhancing the personality of the students. The webinars, seminars, lectures, informal meetups- games, activities, pair-up
competitions will explore fundamental aspects of positive psychology including strength, values, and self-compassion, and will
give tools to enhance the well-being of everyone.

EVENTS

EVENTS

Fantastic Fridaze

How To Stay Fit In This New
Normal

Is Mental Illness Normal
Among Youngsters?

Nov 10, 2020

Dec 19, 2020

Fantastic Fridaze was an informal event
and was based on certain rounds that
were to completed by the participants.
The main idea of the event was to give a
rest to the participants from their busy
and monotonous schedules and the
participants enjoyed it a lot. The online
classes,
assignments,
internships,
future career, family issues stressed the
participants and they required a
positive environment, The Fine You is a
platform for talking about the mental
health of people so the main idea was to

A webinar based on “How to stay fit in
this new normal” was a formal event.
The speaker of the event was Dr.
Anupriya(PT) who is a brilliant
physiotherapist with more than three
years of experience with eminent
hospitals like BLK Super Specialty and
Indian Spinal Injuries Centre. The
webinar was based on the idea to talk
about the physical health of people and
how Covid-19 affected the physical
health and physical exercise of the
people. The speaker discussed the

Ms. Paliwal guided us upon how we
can avoid depression, stress and
overthinking. Mental illness is
common among youngsters. She
provided us with many solutions by
which we could find a way out of
mental illness. She herself witnessed
mental illness and got herself a
proper treatment which did help
her. Depressing or suicidal thoughts
are something becoming really
common among our generation. The

stabilize their mental health. The
rounds were based on Bollywood theme

importance of physical exercise in
Covid 19 times, the importance of right

and memes (jokes) as it is quite
appreciated by the people.

posture, problems
wrong posture.

Oct 30, 2020

thefineyou_igdtuw

caused

by

the

event conducted by Ms. Paliwal
actually helped us to identify the
“cause” of us being unhappy and
mentally sick along with a solution
to avoid it.

the-fine-you-igdtuw
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THE FINE YOU- Mental and Physical Health
Society
A Tryst With A Therapist

Paving the Path Ahead

A Talk with Therapist

March 30, 2021

June 12, 2021

June 18, 2021

TheFineyou in collaboration with
Rahee organized an event 'A Tryst
with A Therapist'. Ms. Utkarsha Jagga,
mental health professional working in
the field of counseling psychologist,
was the guest speaker for the event.
Ms. Utkarsha talked about the topicRelationship & Its Elements. She
discussed about the ideal age for a
relationship is when one is ready. If
one is mentally exhausted or in a
dilemma shall reach out for help. She
further discussed that everyone is a
protagonist in their own story, hence
one knows what is best for them. Her
advice to as youngsters helped the
audience a lot finding solutions to
their problems.
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A formal event named 'Paving the Path
Ahead' was organized to get an insightful
knowledge of career opportunities after
BBA. Mr. Alok Bansal, an expert career
counselor and mentor was the guest
speaker for this event. Mr. Alok Bansal
enlightened the audience about various
career options can rely on after BBA, how
to ace at an interview, the need of quality
internships and courses to enhance one's
CV. He discussed about how one can
choose among various options after BBA,
analyzing one's personality traits. He
furthermore discussed the essential
details and scope of studying in abroad.
The session had a great impact on the
undergrad students, resolving their
queries and gave them a clear picture of
future options.

Women are always ashamed of
awkward questions about their
health. So, to get the answers of
these questions a session was
organised named 'A Talk with a
Gynecologist'. Dr. Mrs. Jyotsna Puri,
a Practicing Gynecologist and
member of Rotary Club of Shillong
was our guest speaker. This was a
great session where students got
familiar with what goes inside our
bodies and how to deal with it. She
answered all the questions that
women are hesitant to ask and often
feel embarrassed to ask. All the
joiners found their solutions and
were very comfortable throughout
the session.
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Industry Interaction Cell
The Industry Interaction Cell strives to bring the department to establish and foster community relations with the industry
improving the overall efficiency and ensuring effective corporate communication by conducting and inviting leadership talks,
motivational lectures etc. to keep the faculty, scientists, technicians and students to interact with industry and sync the
expectations in all possible ways with the spirit of deriving mutual benefit. Not only do we invite people from the industry but
also achievers from diverse fields be it sports, media or politics.

Importance of Corporate Communication
in the business world
MAY 8, 2021

Overview of Mergers & Acquisitions
MAY 15, 2021

The guest speaker Ms. GEETIKA
BANGIA (Lead PR ,Philips India)
enlightened the attendees on how
corporate
communication
is
mandatory for every employee in
business to maintain its reputation
by being consistent and a good
listener and communicator for their
customers, members or stakeholders
along with building trust and
confidence among them to invest in
your business. One should never be
discouraged, keep polishing their
communication skills consistently
and be transparent to others.She
shared her expertise on latest trends
in
Corporate
Communication,
various
aspects
of
effective
Corporate Communication and the
challenges therein and answered all
the queries with utmost clarity and
professionalism.
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The terms mergers and acquisitions are
often used interchangeably, but they
differ in meaning.An insightful session
was held which gave a vivid glimpse of
technicalities of the field.
The guest speaker Ms.Neha Gupta
(Mergers & Acquisitions Expert, Deloitte)
enlightened the attendees about the
holistic perspective of Mergers &
Acquisitions, its scenario and concepts.
She also gave insightful knowledge to the
participants about M&A, its objective, its
lifecycle, Slump scale, Share Acquisition/
Transfer, Capital reduction, role of
valuation in M&A deals and so much more
in such detail.She also addressed
student’s queries concerning to how
Mergers and Acquisitions are related to
Value Creation and Internal and External
corporate control mechanism issues
involved in Mergers and Acquisitions.

Employer branding , CSR, & its role in
boosting organizations ROI , Reputation
& HR Innovation
JUNE 12, 2021

HR plays a key role in developing,
reinforcing, and changing the culture of
an organization. The guest speaker
Ms.Ranjeeka Sachdev (Seasoned HR
Professional, Pernod Ricard India)
enlightened the attendees on the role
and importance of women in HR, current
HR Trends and Challenges, reasons to
opt HR as a career, and tips to be a
successful HR professional. She gave
insightful knowledge to the participants
that being an HR professional is not only
about connecting with people but also
with business and be on the top to know
how companies earn; HR influences
business so be creative and logical while
discussing with business; and many more
things in detail.
.
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Industry Interaction Cell
Employer branding , CSR, & its role
in boosting organizations ROI ,
Reputation & HR Innovation

As the competition is increasing,
organisations are realising the
importance of a strong employer
brand and the benefits it creates.
The employer brand is more
important than ever as it forms a
backbone of recruiting strategy. So,
it is imperative that companies have
a robust strategy for building an
appealing brand to expand their
reach to prospective employees and
achieve business goals.
To make our students aware about
this a session was organised which
was addressed by
Ms. Astha
Awasthi (HRBP,Pernod Ricard India)
who enlightened the attendees on
the role and importance of
Employer branding, HR innovation
and recent trends in the corporate
world.The employer brand is more
important than ever as it forms a
backbone of recruiting strategy.
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Psycho - social skills of a good helper : Career Opportunities in Operations
tackling the covid pandemic ”
and Supply Chain Management

The guest speaker Ms. Kritika
Punia(Resource
Person,
MGNCRE
(MoHRD). She enlightened and inspired
the attendees on how they can be a
good helper in this pandemic period by
patiently listening to covid patients’
problem, showing empathy to them by
being there for them and providing
them facilities (donating plasma and
blood, arranging oxygen cylinders and
hospital bed arrangements etc.) , how to
make people aware of the importance
of getting vaccinated , how to take
government
help
by
visiting
government sites (cowin.in, mygov.in
and madadmaps.com) and taught many
more things helping the students to
cope up in these trying times.

Supply Chain and Operations is a
critical part in organizations in
planning, supplier selection and
coordination, manufacturability,
logistics, and much more to
ensure that products can be
successfully manufactured and
shipped consistently, efficiently,
and in high quality to millions of
customers. Regardless of industry,
supply chain and operations
management is at the heart of
every business. We were glad to
have amongst us a dynamic and
impactful speaker, Mr. Vivek Kalia
who guided us on the various
career
opportunities
in
Operations and Supply Chain
Management. He made the
students
aware
about
the
connection of various streams
with operations and supply chain
management. He also guided the
students on the skills that needs
to be acquired to become a
successful operations and supply
chain manager.
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Achievements
1."You can't use up creativity. The more you use, the more you have." - Maya Angelou
Vidushi Dhingra won 1st prize in "Posing Best Attire Competition" held by IGDTUW on 15th
August the most celebrated day of our nation, Independence Day. She received a cash prize of
INR 3000 from the university as she posed for a glorious and strong lady of virtues, Jija Bai,
mother of Shivaji.
2.Richard Bach once said, "A professional writer is an amateur who didn't quit."
Neha Kumar has made us proud by her delicate yet much profound talent of
writing. Here are some of her recent achievements - 3rd position in online essay
competition organized by Girl up Girls on the topic Gender Equality, A certificate
of appreciation by Samanvay, on the auspicious occasion of Republic Day i.e. 24th
January 2021. And last but not the least, 3rd position in the Bollygyan competition,
organized by Innerve - Technical Fest of IGDTUW.
3.The Department of Management organized an Essay Writing Competition for the students. The competition was
organized on 19 January 2021. An active participation by the students was witnessed at the competition. The students
tried to express their thoughts with wonderful expression of words and ideas. Rhythm Arora and Poorti Wadnerkar from
BBA second year bagged the first and second position respectively. Sanyukta Barodia and Vidushi Dhingra from BBA third
year bagged the first and second position respectively. Insha Suhail and Komal Mittal from MBA second year bagged the
first and second position respectively.

3.Deepanshi hosted the flags of 1st position for poster making under a very
sensitive initiative "SARAL" that was created to spread awareness about menstural
hygiene, with the collaboration of Greensphere IGDTUW and Rotaract Club
IGDTUW. She threw light on this thoughtful theme in a very creative and artictic
poster full of doodles and slogans.
4.Our student Amoli Sharma, paved the way of her career by her first internship
experience as the supervisor of Training and Employee department. Her motivation
was elevated by the praiseful remarks she got - "By working hard you'll achieve
everything in life."
5.Overwhelmed to see how exponentially our students are keeping themselves up for a
professional environment. Rishika Sharma bagged the 1st position for the PPT competition
on the emerging topic of TESLA IN INDIA of IGDTUW.
6.We are glad to announce that with great enthusiasm Zosh - conducted a competition Whiz
Quiz, challenging the student's knowledge of branding. And our student Ishita Patwal and
Pratibha Singh from BBA hailed 2nd position and 3rd position respectively, superseding all the
three rounds and was awarded a certificate.
7.Zosh conducted a competition logistics, our student Pratibha Singh secured 1st position and was awarded a
certificate for the same.
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FOREST
For in my heart,
I have planted a forest.
Watered it with tears.
Numb tears of rejection.
Soft tears of joy.
Tears of sorrow.
Tears to meet a friend,
Left behind.
For in my heart ,
A branche is broken,
for every heartbreak.
A tree is shrunken,
for every betrayal.
A flower shivers,
for every wind of fear.
A bud blooms,
For a new beginning.
There the mornings
shine bright like Hope.
The grass goes green.
The grass grows pale.
Perhaps until the end of nothing,
but my existence!
For there the sunrays,
Fight through the thrones, leaves and everything.
They pave their own way.
For me to know"One day you will reach, wherever you want."
Sieving out nothing but,
Happiness and Success!

NAYNIKA MOHAN
MBA Batch 2020-2022
departmentofmanagementigdtuw
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Research Publications
Academic Year ( 2020-2021)
Name of the Faculty: Prof. Shalini Arora
Sharma, S., & Arora, S. (2021). Bi-Objective Capacitated Transportation Problem with Bounds over
Distributions and Requirement Capacities. International Journal Of Applied And Computational
Mathematics, 7(3). doi: 10.1007/s40819-021-00989-5

Name of the Faculty: Mr.Luckshay Batra
Batra, L., & Taneja, H. (2020). Portfolio optimization based on generalized information theoretic
measures.
Communications
In
Statistics
Theory
And
Methods,
1-15.
doi:
10.1080/03610926.2020.1861294
Batra, L., & Taneja, H. (2020). On Black–Scholes option pricing model with stochastic volatility: an
information theoretic approach. Stochastic Analysis And Applications, 39(2), 327-338. doi:
10.1080/07362994.2020.1797508

Name of the Faculty: Dr. Meghna Goswami
Goswami, M. (2021). Promoting fearlessness of change through social intelligence: mediating role of
collective efficacy and moderating role of management commitment to change. Journal Of Accounting
& Organizational Change, ahead-of-print(ahead-of-print). doi: 10.1108/jaoc-05-2020-0064

Goswami, M., Agrawal, R., & Goswami, A. (2020). Ethical leadership in organizations: evidence from the
field. International Journal Of Ethics And Systems, 37(1), 122-144. doi: 10.1108/ijoes-04-2020-0048
Goswami, A., Agrawal, R., & Goswami, M. (2020). Influence of national culture on knowledge
management process: literature review and research agenda. Benchmarking: An International Journal,
28(4), 1186-1212. doi: 10.1108/bij-04-2020-0171

Name of the Faculty: Dr. Shikha Gupta
Gupta, S., & Kumar, N. (2021). Three decades of narrow globalization: Evaluating India's exports
between 1991 and 2017. Managerial And Decision Economics, 42(2), 343-359. doi: 10.1002/mde.3239
Gupta, S., & Kumar, N. (2021). Dynamics of globalization effect in India. Managerial And Decision
Economics. doi: 10.1002/mde.3313
Gupta, S., & Kumar, N. (2020). Time varying dynamics of globalization effect in India. Portuguese
Economic Journal. doi: 10.1007/s10258-020-00190-4
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Editorial Board

PARTON
Dr.(Mrs.) Amita Dev

EDITORS
Prof. Shalini Arora

Vice Chancellor,IGDTUW

Dr.Dhanjay Yadav
Dr.Shikha Gupta

Page Editors
Anupriya

Content Developers
Komal Mittal
Aastha Goyal
Kamakshi
Kanika Sharma
Niharika Verma
Naziya Ekrar
Shruti Bhatia

Garima
Tanisha

Sonia
Naynika
Bhavika Raghuvanshi

Designers
Gursimran Kaur
Ishita Patwal
Paridhi Tiwari
Pratibha Singh
Renu
Harishta

Yukta

ZOSH
Disha Menghani
Avantika
Bhavika Raghuvanshi
Paavni
Deepti
Ananya Sarkar
Taniya Arora
Aashi Bhatnagar
Unnati

MUDRA(₹. )
Arya Madan
Kanika Sharma
Rishika Sharma
Tanisha Thapliyal
Shruti Bhatia
Pratibha Singh
Ishita Patwal
Lovely

VARTTA
Yukta
Neha
Renu
Harshita
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SOCIETY'S CORE
COMMITTEE
HUUMANOID
Bhavya Arora
Isha Verma
Ruhi Jain
Shuaiza Amani
Vidushi Dhingra

THE FINE YOU
Sneha Kumari
Kirti Dua
Avni Kapoor
Nishita Sharma

SAMANVAY
Niharika Verma
Sanyukta Baroda
Tanishka Goray
Shruti Purohit
Bhavika Raghuvanshi
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Society Repoter
Ishita Gauba
Amoli Sharma
Avantika Pandey
Deepanshi
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Muskan Malhotra
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IIC
Sonia Agroiya
Paridhi Tiwari
Gursimran Kaur
Insha Suhail
Komal Mittal
Kritika Sharma
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Naziya Akrar
Tanishka Singh
Nikita Mittal

PUBLIC
RELATIONS CELL
Anupriya
Mansi Purthi
Jasleen Kaur
Ishika
Insha Suhail

Komal Mittal
Ishita Gauba
Priyanshi Mittal
Aastha Goyal
Naynika Mohan
Unnati
Tanisha
Vasudha
Riya
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